University of Michigan
Center for Russian And East European Studies and
Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures

Present

Date: April 12 2003

Time: 9.00 — 13.00

Modern Languages Building
Celebrating those who learn and those who teach Slavic languages in Michigan schools and community organizations

Presented by Michael Makin, Associate Professor, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, and Sylvia Meloche, Outreach Coordinator, Center for Russian and East European Studies

9-10 am Conference Room, Third Floor, MLB


10-11 am Lecture Room One, MLB

Presentations by Slavic Dept and CREES faculty and staff. Slavic Languages at Michigan. Judging — candidates for the poetry-reading prizes should report to Michael Makin for Russian, Svitlana Rogovyk for Ukrainian, and Eva Wampuszyc for Polish

15 Minute Intermission

11.15 am — 12.30 pm Lecture Room One, MLB

Presentations by students. Presentations by prize winners, awards.

12.30 pm — 1 pm, Conference Room, Third Floor, MLB

Ukrainian Pysanka Workshop, with UM Ukrainian Club

Many thanks to

Professor Katherine Verdery, Director, CREES

Professor Jindrich Toman, Chair, Slavic Department

Svitlana Rogovyk, Instructor of Ukrainian, Slavic Department

Eva Wampuszyc, Instructor of Polish, ABD, Slavic Department

Sylvia Suttor, Student Services Administrator, Slavic

Lisa Szuma, Academic Services, CREES

Larisa Okun, Head of Russian, Rochester Adams High

Father Gregory Joyce, St Vladimir’s Church, Dexter

Jolanta Gmurowska, Polish Language School of Adam Mickiewicz, Sterling Heights

Immaculate Conception Ukrainian Catholic High School, Warren